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Involution algebras and the Anderson—Divinsky—Sulinski property 
N. V. LOI and R. WIEGANDT 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we shall deal with special features of the general radical theory 
of involution algebras. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a radical 
class R to have the A—D—S property: 
I * o A * implies R(/*)<M* 
(where * indicates that algebras with involution * are considered). We prove that 
every radical class of involution algebras over a field K has the A—D—S property 
if and only if char K=2. The A—D—S property implies trivially the hereditariness 
of the corresponding semisimple class. Nevertheless, there are radical classes which 
do not have the A—D—S property, but have hereditary semisimple classes. The 
semisimple class of a radical need not be hereditary, even if the radical is hereditary. 
A ^-algebra A is an involution algebra, if in A a unary operation * is defined 
so that (*+>>)*=X*+/\ (JO>)*=•>>***, {kx)*=kx* for all x,y£A and 
k£K. We shall work throughout with involution algebras over a commutative 
associative ring K with identity, and the universal class we shall use will be the variety 
S of all ^-algebras with involution. A* will always stand for a ^-algebra with involu-
tion *. In particular, id will denote the operation x i d =jc and the operation 
x~*——x*. An ideal I* of an involution algebra A* will always mean an ideal of 
the algebra A such that I* is an involution algebra. This fact will be indicated by 
1*^3A*. By a homomorphism (p we mean an algebra homomorphism such that 
(?(*))*=<?(**)• 
A radical class R (in the sense of Kurosh and Amitsur) of involution algebras 
is a subclass R of © such that 
i) R is homomorphically closed: if A*£R then <p(.4*)£R for every homo-
morphism <p, 
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ii) for every the ideal R ( A * ) = 2 ( I * ^ A * : 7*6 R) is in R, 
iii) R is closed under extensions: if I*«aA*, / *£R and (A/I)*£R, then 
A*€ R. 
Condition iii) can be replaced by R(^*/R(^*))=0 for all The class 
= {A*e$: R(A*) = 0} 
is called the semisimple class of the radical class R. A semisimple class S is always 
regular, that is, if then there exists an M * o 7 * such that 
CM(//M)*€S. If M is any regular class, in particular a semisimple class, then 
the class 
<2?M = A*II*€M => 7* = A*} 
is a radical class, which is referred to as the upper radical class of M. For further 
details of the basic facts of radical theory we refer to [9]. Radicals of involution 
algebras have been studied in the recent papers [3], [5], [6] and [8]. 
Given a radical class R, it may happen that 
implies R(7*)<M*. 
In this case we say that R satisfies A—D—S. If R satisfies A—D—S, then it follows 
trivially that 
implies R(7*)gR04*). 
This latter condition is equivalent to demanding that 
implies 7 * 6 ^ R , 
that is, that the semisimple class y R is hereditary. Every radical class of algebras 
(without involution) satisfies A—D—S; this statement is the Anderson—Divinsky— 
Sulinski Theorem [1], which is of fundamental importance in the general theory of 
radicals. For involution algebras, however, this is not always so, SALAVOVA ([5] 
Example 1, 9) gave a radical class R whose semisimple class is not hereditary, and 
consequently R does not satisfy A—D—S. In [8] WICHMANN suggested to deal 
with the problem whether a given radical class R of involution algebras satisfies 
A—D—S. This and related questions will be the topic of our investigations. 
2. The A—D—S property 
The next propositions show us that the variety SB of involution algebras is 
quite a good one. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If 1*<3A*, then (P)*«aA*. 
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Proof . It is clear that P is an ideal of the algebra A. If a, b£I, then 
(ab)* = b*a*eP, 
and so the assertion holds by the additivity of *. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. For involution algebras the Andnmakievich Lemma holds; if 
М*о1**зА* and L* denotes the ideal of A* generated by M*, then (L*fQM*. 
Proof . We shall prove that the ideal J of the algebra A (without involution) 
generated by M is closed under involution. If d£J, then 
d = m+2 atxi+2 yjbj+2 UiWi i j i 
where m, aiy by, c, are in M and xt, ys, ut, v, are in A. Since 
d* = m*+2Hx*a*+2! b*y*+2 v*c*u*(iM+AM+MA+AMA = J, 
i j i 
it follows that J* is an involution algebra. Thus the Andrunakievich Lemma for 
algebras infers the assertion. 
In view of Propositions 1 and 2, the proof of [2] Theorem 3,2 and [2] Proposi-
tion 3,5 yield immediately the following (see also [5] Предложение 3.4). 
Coro l l a ry 1. If R is a radical class of involution algebras which either con-
tains all involution algebras with zero-multiplication or consists of idempotent involu-
tion algebras, then R satisfies A—D—S and hence the semisimple class У К и hereditary. 
In order to prove necessary and sufficient conditions for a radical class R to 
satisfy A—D—S, we have to develop some techniques. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let A* be an involution algebra such that A2=0. Then A~* 
is also an involution algebra. 
Proof . Obvious. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. Let A* be an involution algebra such that Ai=0. If the 
unary operation D of B=A@A is defined by (x, j ) D = { y * , x*), then Ba is an 
involution algebra. 
Proof . Straightforward. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Let R be a radical class of involution algebras, 1*-<лА* and 
L*=R(/*). If (L2/L3)*€R, then for any element a£A, 
(i) aL2a*QL, 
(ii) (aL+La*+L)*^I*, 
(iii) the mapping 
(pa: ( (L /L 2 ) e (L /£ 2 ) ) D - ( (aL+La*+L) /Ly 
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defined by tpa(x+L2, y+L2)=ax+ya*+L is.a homomorphism onto 
((aL+La*+L)/L)*. 
Proof . Let us define the mapping 
iP: (L2/L3)* - ((aL2a*+L)IL)* 
by (2 xi )>i+L3)—a(2xi yda*+L. It is easy to check that ^ is a homomor-
phism onto ((aLza*+L)lL)*, hence by (L2IL3)*£R we have 
((aL*a*+L)IL)*Z R. 
Since ((aL2a*+L)/L)* <i /*/L*, it follows 
((aL2a*+L)/Lf £ R(I*/L*) = R(/*/R(/*)) = 0. 
Hence aL2a*QL holds proving (i). 
Using (i), one can verify easily that 
(aL+La*+L)*<sI*. 
The last assertion is a straightforward calculation with an application of Proposi-
tion 4. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6. Let R be a radical class of involution algebras satisfying the 
following condition: 
(*) if A*€ R and A2=0, then for any involution ° on A. 
Then for any £*€R, also (L2/L3)*£R. 
Proof . Let us consider an arbitrary element a£L and the mapping 
f0\ LIL2 - L2/L3 
defined by fa(x+L2)=ax+L3 for all x£L. The mapping/, is obviously a homo-
morphism of the algebra (L/L2)!d into (Z.2/L3)id and fa(L/L2)id~c(L2/L3)id. Since 
L*eR, condition (*) implies (L/L2)ld6R. Thus also /0(£/L2) i d€R. Hence by 
( I ! / L f = R((Z,2/L3)id) g (L2/L3)id 
a£L 
we have (L2/L3)id€R and so condition (*) yields (L2/L3)*eR. 
Let A* be an involution algebra over the ring K such that A2=0. The ring 
K can be regarded as an involution algebra Ku. Let us consider the Cartesian product 
E=KXKXAXA. On E we define operations by the following rules: 
(a, b, x, y)+(c, d, u, c) = (a+c, b+d, x+u, y+v), 
(a, b, x,y)(c,d, u, v) = (ac-bd, ad+bc, au-bv+cx—dy, av+bu+cy+dx), 
k(a, b, x, y) = (ka, kb, kx, ky), 
(a,b,x,y)° = (a,-b,x*,-y*) 
for all a, b, c, d, k£K and x, y, u, a>£A. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 7. E° is an involution algebra with identity (1, 0,0,0). 
7° = {(0,0, *,;>): x,y£A} 
is an ideal ofE° and 1°^A*®A~*, 
L° = {(0,0, x, 0): x£A} 
is an ideal ofI°, L°szA* but L° is not cm ideal ofE°. 
Proof . The proof that E° is an involution algebra, is an exhausting verifi-
cation and therefore we omit it. The further assertions are straightforward. For 
the last assertion we notice that by 
(0,1,0,0)(0,0, x, 0) = (0,0,0, x) 
we have E°-L°^L°. 
In the following theorem we shall prove necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a radical class R to satisfy A—D—S. This will exhibit the decisive role of the 
behaviour of involution algebras with zero-multiplication. 
Theo rem 1. For a radical class R of involution algebras the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
1) R satisfies A—D—S, 
2) if yl*€R and A2=0, then for any involution ° built on A, 
3) if and A2=0, then A~*eR, 
4) ylid<ER if and only if whenever A2=0. 
Proof . 1)=>3) Suppose that condition 3) is not satisfied, that is, there exists 
an involution algebra A* such that A2—0, A*€R and Obviously the 
ideals of A* are exactly those of A~*. Hence without loss of generality we may assume 
that and A ~ * ^ R . Applying Proposition 7 we get R( /°)=L° and that 
LP is not an ideal of E°, though I°<iE0. Hence R does not satisfy A—D—S. 
Next we show the equivalence of conditions 2), 3) and 4). The implications 
2)=»3)=>4) are trivial. To prove the implication 4) =>2), let us assume that -4*6 R, 
A2=0. First we shall show that -4id€R. The set 
D = {X+JC*: x£A) 
is clearly an ideal of A*, moreover, D*=Dli holds. The mapping 
g: A* -*• D* 
defined by g(x)=x+x* is obviously a homomorphism of A* onto D*, and by 
i4*€R it follows D i d=D*6R. In the factor algebra (A/D)* we have 
x+D = —x*+D 
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and 
(.x+D)* = (—x*+D)* = -x+D. 
Hence we have 
(A/D)~id = (AjD)* = A*/D*£R. 
Applying condition 4) it follows Aid/Di'i=(A/D)ideR. Since R is closed under 
extensions, D^ÇR and A u / & d e R implies ylid€R. 
Applying condition 4) again, we get j4 - l d£R. 
Let ° denote an arbitrary involution on A and let us consider the set 
C = {JC+JC0: x£A}. 
As above, we get that C~°=C~id is a homomorphic image of /4_ id€R and hence 
also C~ , d6R holds. Since we have also 
A°/C~id = A°/C° = (A/C)~id = A~id/C~'dÇ.R, 
and since R is closed under extensions, we get proving the validity of con-
dition 2). 
Finally we shall show the implication 2)=>1). Let I*<iA* and L*=R(I*). 
By 2) and Proposition 4 we have (L2/L?)*£R and hence Proposition 5 (iii) yields 
that ((aL+La*+L)/L)* is a homomorphic image of the involution algebra 
((L/L2)®(L/L2))a which is in R in view of condition 2) and of (L/L*)*£R. Hence 
we have ((aL -f La*+L)/L)*£ R. Applying Proposition 5 (ii) it follows that 
((aL+La*+L)/L)*<3(IIL)* = I*/L* = I*/R(I*)£STR. 
Thus we get 
((aL+La*+L)/L)* c R(/*/L*) = 0, 
that is, aL+La*QL* holds. Hence 
ax = ax+0a*£L and xa* = aO+xa*£L* 
is valid for all x£L. Since the choice of aÇA was arbitrary, we have got ALU 
ULA*QL*, implying R(1*)=L*^A*. 
Let us notice that the assertion of Corollary 1 follows immediately also from 
Theorem 1. 
Coro l l a ry 2. For a radical class R the following conditions are equivalent: 
1) R satisfies A—D—S, 
5) if A*£&R and A2=0, then A~%£fR, 
6) Àld(LSPR if and only if A~id^R whenever A2=0. 
Proof . We show that 3) of Theorem 1 implies 5). Suppose that A*£SPR. 
If A~*^R, then 0?±L~*=R(A~*)Ç.R. By condition 3) we have L*£R. Hence 
contradicts Z r V O . 
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5)=*4) Trivial. 
6) =>4) of Theorem 1. This can be proved similarly to the implication 3)=>5) 
and therefore it is left to the reader. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Let R be a radical class in 93. If all involution algebras of R 
with zero-multiplication are of characteristic 2, then R satisfies A—D—S. 
P r o o f . Condition 3) of Theorem l i s satisfied, as x*=—x* whenever 
and AB=0. 
For varieties of not-necessarily associative algebras (without involution) over 
a field satisfying some weaker conditions than the assertions of Propositions 1 and 
2, ANDERSON and GARDNER [2] have proved that any radical class R either contains 
all algebras with zero-multiplication or consists of idempotent algebras, and there-
fore it satisfies A—D—S (cf. [2] Theorem 3.9). The corresponding assertion 
for involution algebras is not true, as follows from the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let SB be the variety of all involution algebras over a field K. 
Every radical class in © satisfies A—D—S if and only if char AT=2. 
P r o o f . If char K=2, then Corollary 3 yields that every radical class satis-
fies A—D—S. In the case char on the underlying set K one can build two 
involution algebras Kid and K~ld such that Kz=0 and Kid is not isomorphic to 
K~id. As AT is a field, Kid is a simple involution algebra. Now the upper racical 
R=W(Kid) does not satisfy A—D—S because £ - i d € R and K^S?R. 
3. The hereditariness of semisimple classes 
If a radical class R satisfies A—D—S, then the corresponding semisimple class 
must be hereditary. The converse of this assertion is not true, and varieties of involu-
tion algebras provide natural examples to show that the hereditariness of a semi-
simple class SfR does not imply that R satisfies A—D—S. 
T h e o r e m 3. A radical class of involution algebras with hereditary semisimple 
class, need not satisfy A—D—S. 
P r o o f . We shall construct a radical class R which has the desired properties. 
Let Z denote the algebra of integers (over the ring of integers) with zero-mul-
tiplication. The upper radical R = ^ ( Z i d ) does not satisfy A—D—S, as Z ~ I D € R 
and Z w € ^ R . 
We claim that A*=Aid for all A*(i£fR. Suppose that x*^x for some x£A, 
and consider the ideal B* of A* generated by the element x*~x. Since A*££/'R, 
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there exists a homomorphism <p of B* onto Z l d . Hence 
<p(x*-x) = <p(x*)-(p(x) = <p(x)u-<p(x) = 0 
holds, that is, x*—xdker tp. This implies 0=.B*/ker <ps=Zid, a contradiction. Thus 
A*=AU 
If then by A*=Ald we have J*=Ild. Hence the standard 
proof of the hereditariness of semisimple classes of algebras (without involution) 
works, yielding (cf. [1] or [9]). 
We shall see that a semisimple class need not be hereditary, even if R 
is a hereditary radical class. Prior to this we prove some assertions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 8. Let A* be an involution algebra such that 2a^O whenever 
O^aZA. If A* has an ideal I* such that I*=lid and (AII)*=(AjI)id, then also 
A*=Ald holds. 
Proof . In (A/I) i d we have 
x*+I = (x+7)* = (x+I)id = x+I, 
yielding x*—x£I for all x£A. Hence 
x* - x = (x*-x)id = (x*-x)* = x-x* 
holds, so we get 2(x*—x)=0 for all x€A. By the assumption we conclude that 
**=*, that is, A*=Aid. 
The TANGEMAN—KREILING [7] lower radical construction carries over to involu-
tion algebras without difficulty. Given a class C of involution algebras, define induc-
tively 
Cx = {A*: A* is a homomorphic image of an involution algebra B*£C), 
= {A*: there exists an I*^A* such that 7*6CA_! and (A/I)*£C^} 
if X—1 exists, and 
Cx = {A*: A* is the union of an ascending chain of ideals each belonging to 
one of the classes 
if X is a limit ordinal. Then the smallest radical class containing C, called the lower 
radical of C, is given as 
JSfC = U(CA for all ordinals). 
If, in addition; C is a hereditary class of involution algebras, then so is the lower 
radical &C. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 9. Let C be the class of involution algebras such that in each 
A*£C, 2a=0 implies a=0. If A*=Aid for each A*€ C, then A*=A,d holds also 
for every A*i&C. 
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Proof . By Proposition 8 each class CA consists of algebras with involution id. 
This yields the assertion. 
Co ro l l a ry 4. In the variety 33 of involution algebras over a field K with 
char 2, the class 
I = {,4*€33: A* = Aid} 
is a radical class. 
Proof . By Proposition 9 we have \—S6\. 
Theorem 4. Let 93 be the variety of all involution algebras over a ring K and 
assume that a homomorphic image KIM of K is an integral domain such that the 
quotient field F of K/M is not of characteristic 2. In 33 there exists a hereditary 
radical R whose semisimple class SfR is not hereditary. 
Let us notice that the condition imposed on K is relatively mild as it includes, 
for instance, the case when K is a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible rings 
such that at least one of them is a field of characteristic ^ 2. 
Proof . Let us build an involution algebra E° on the set E=FxFxFxF 
similarly as before Proposition 7 with involution defined by 
(a, b, x, y)° = (a,-b,x, -y). 
The assertions of Proposition 7 remain valid. Using the notations of Proposition 7 
we have that 
= {(0,0, x, 0): *£F} 
and so 
L~° = {(0,0,0, y): j ^ F } . 
Further L°<a/°<i£0 holds, but L° is not an ideal of E°. We claim that / 0 is a 
maximal ideal of E°. Let 7° be an ideal of E° such that I°QJ°, and let (a, b, x, y)£J° 
be any element of J°\I°. We have 
(a, b, 0,0) = (a, b, x, y) - ( 0 , 0 , x, y)£ J°. 
If a ^ 0 , then 
— b, 0,0) = (a, b, 0,0)°6 J° 
yields (2a, 0,0, 0)£J°. Hence 
(1,0,0,0) = (2a, 0 ,0 ,0)( (2a)- \ 0,0,0)<E/° 
holds, implying J°=E°. If a=0 , then b ^ 0 and so 
(1,0,0,0) = (0, b, 0,0)(0, -b~\ 0,0)<LJ° 
is valid, implying J°=E°. Thus (EU)° is a simple idempotent involution algebra. 
Let F denote the class consisting of all ideals of the involution algebra L°. 
The lower radical R=JS?F of F is hereditary and by Proposition 9 A*=Ald holds 
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for every / f R . Moreover, as (E/I)° is simple and idempotent, it follows 
(E/I)%SfR and so R(E°)QI°. As R(Zr°)€R, by Proposition 9 we have x=-x 
for all x€R(Zr0) . Since char it follows JC=0, and so L r ^ S ? R . Hence 
by the hereditariness of R we obtain 
R(£°) = /°DR(£°) Ü R(/°) = L°, 
and the inclusion must be proper as L° is not an ideal in E°. Let (0, 0, x, 0) be 
an arbitrary element of R(Zs°). If x^O, then for each f£F we have 
(0,0, / , 0) = ( f x ~ \ 0,0,0)(0,0, x, 0)6R(£°) 
implying R (E° )=L° , which is impossible. Hence R ( £ ° ) = 0 and so R ( / ° ) $ R ( £ ° ) 
holds. This means that S?R is not hereditary. 
Recall that a class C of algebras (with or without involution) is said to be a 
coradical class, if C is hereditary and closed under subdirect sums and extensions. 
In [2] Anderson and Gardner posed the question whether the concepts "semisimple 
class" and "coradical class" coincide in a variety of rings satisfying some weaker 
conditions than the assertions of Proposition 1 and 2. [5] Example 1,9 of Salavová 
or our Theorem 4 gives a negative answer to this question. 
Coro l l a ry 5. A semisimple class of involution algebras Tieed not be a corad-
ical class. 
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